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Forward

I began this project in the Fall of 1986 as an assign
ment for a class--Research Seminar in History. As I 
searched for a topic I realized that there were many defini
tive accounts on John Kennedy--ranging from his political 
career to his sex life. There was, however, no detailed 
account of his experiences in Montana. It was from this 
point which I began to investigate the relation between 
JFK and Montana.

In this paper I will discuss the dynamic change of 
Kennedy's popularity in Montana from 1958 to his death 
in 1963. No where, however, will the researcher find, 
among the stacks of accounts on Kennedy, the specific 
cause of Kennedy's defeat in Montana in 1960 or his rise 
in popularity. Thus, in this paper, through the use of 
interviews, newspapers, and other sources I have made 
inferences as to how and why these events occurred. Through 
such resources I was able to enter the minds, as best 
I could, and attempted to estimate their opinions. This 
paper is purely inferential, but as I think you will agree, 
very logical in its conclusion.

I made use, during my work, of three important and 
valuable men—Joe Reber, Tim Babcock, and J.D. Holmes. 
The interviews and telephone discussions with these men 
gave me valuable insights into the perception of Montanans 
concerning JFK. They knew him and were integral in Montana 
government and public opinion at the time of his presidency. 
My thanks go to these three men.

I hope you will enjoy.
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and images

I.

History is the study of humans, ideas,

throughout the past. Images, whether wrong or right,

create much of reality. In Montana, images were created

around the United States' thirty-fifth President, John

Fitzgerald Kennedy. Images around JFK were created, des

troyed, and recreated. JFK is, today, a legendary figure,

almost mystical. This mystique surrounding JFK arose

from the changing of perceptions or images held by many

Americans, including Montanans.

The images surrounding Kennedy in Montana began in

1958 when he first appeared in the state. The images

of easterner, youth, Catholic, rich man's son, and communist

sympathizer cost Kennedy the support of Montana in the

1960 election. These images, however, were slowly dissolved

with time and acquaintance with the policies and actions

of John F. Kennedy. At the time of his assassination

in 1963 Montanans changed their opinions of Kennedy, as

had every U.S. state. Kennedy, in many minds, was a legend.

Thus, Montana's attitude towards Kennedy stands as

a powerful reflection of the attitudes of many Western

states. The popularity of Kennedy had made a dynamic

swing. Kennedy--having not received Montana's support
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in 1960 to being idolized as the greatest president in

the history of mankind by 1963. This incredible attraction

to Kennedy would naturally subside as people regained

control of their emotions and began undertaking an unbiased

examination of Kennedy, the man, the policy-maker.

We shall see how this change of popularity swung

in Montana--from his election, to his presidency, and

through his assassination and its aftermath.



II

In the eloquent words of Theodore White:

Outside, the mountains of Montana were fragrant 
with early summer; pine and fir glistened as 
they reached to the sky on a June day of absolute 
purity; the dandelions had passed to seed, but 
the mountain slopes twinkled with daisies, with 
primroses, with bluebells, with black-eyed Susans, 
with purple lupine. But Kennedy had indoor 
work to do. . . . •*■

But it was more than indoor work, it was a matter

of conquest. Senator John F. Kennedy prepared for battle

in Montana. It was a battle not so much between men,

but between images. Montanans had traditionally possessed

a long and strong affiliation with the Democratic party.

It was expected that Kennedy would sweep through Montana 

in the 1960 presidential election without much difficulty. 

However, Montana was also a conservative and "isolationist

state.The young Massachusetts Democrat John Kennedy

faced a considerable challenge in conservative Montana

and lost. Montana voters supported a losing candidate.

They had not done such in a presidential election since

1900 , but the did so in 1960 . "Montanans received him

cordially, helped nominate him, and failed to give him 

a majority vote in 1960. . ." largely because of the images

he projected.3 Kennedy was young, a Catholic, an Easterner, 

and from a prominent family of power and wealth. It would

3
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be these four images that rested heavily upon the minds

of Montana voters. It was these four images that would

go to battle with conservative values of Montanans. It

was these four images that lost Montana for Kennedy.

In the 1960 presidential election campaign John F.

Kennedy visited Montana on four occasions. He visited

Billings in 1958, Butte in 1959, Helena in 1960, and Bill

ings again in 1960. "At 5:00 p.m., Sunday, June 15, 1958,

slight, youthful-looking Massachusetts Senator John F.

Kennedy flew into the Billings Airport and began his person

al conquest of Montana."^ The Billings Gazette recognized 

Kennedy as "The junior Massachusetts Senator, who at 41,

is best known for his work with the Senate committee inves

tigating racketeering in labor management. . . ."5 Kennedy

spoke that evening at a Jefferson-Jackson banquet. "The

magic of Kennedy's name brought a flood of reservations 

. . . ."6 The Kennedy appeal was there for some people,

but not all. In his speech Kennedy thanked the ". . .Mon

tana delegation to the Democratic National Convention

in Chicago in 1956--for not supporting. . ." him for Vice-

President. Kennedy claimed, "Otherwise, I might be a 
dead duck."^ He could not afford to be a "dead duck" again 

in 1960. Billings, a Republican stronghold, would be

instrumental in his victory or in his defeat.

In the spring of 1959 Kennedy left Washington, D.C.

enroute to Medford, Oregon; Boise, Idaho, and eventually

to Butte, Montana. Montana Standard headlines welcomed
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the appearance of Kennedy. Butte was cited as the . 

nerve center of the Montana Democratic party. . . ."® 

Again, speaking at a Jefferson-Jackson dinner, Kennedy

assailed the Eisenhower administration. He long elaborated

on the Butte-Boston relationship. When asked how he liked

Butte, Kennedy responded:

This is a famous city--it's been called the 
"Boston of the West," at least Boston is sometimes 
called the "Butte of the East." I'm glad to
come out here because 
Senators Mansfield and 
Metcalf, who represents

I'm a great friend of 
Murray and Congressman 
this district. So I'm

delighted to come, and I've met a lot of people 
whose names sound somewhat similar to the names 
we have in Boston--all Hibernian--and I can 
see the resemblance between the two cities.

Butte had long been a Democratic stronghold within

Montana. This fine tribute to Butte by Kennedy only solidi

fied this relationship. "From then on, there was no ques-

tion--Silver Bow County Democrats were committed to JFK's 

candidacy."10

In June of 1960, as the Democratic convention neared,

the political campaigning intensified. Kennedy made his

last attempts at luring the voters. From city to city

and from state to state Kennedy campaigned doggedly across

America. His personal airplane and mobile campaign head

quarters, the "Caroline," was in flight, landing, and

in flight again. His plane was continually aloft, and

he was somber in the dark as it moved through the air

toward the mountains and Montana. Helena was his last

stop before the Democratic national convention His eyes
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however, were already set upon the final contest in Novem

ber. It was essential for him to drum up enough support

in Montana and in the West to carry him on the national

level. That night Kennedy dined with delegates and spoke

briefly, pleadingly, eloquently to them of the importance

of the presidency, and of the importance of the West.

Kennedy was not just pleading for support in the Democratic

convention, that was almost guaranteed. Kennedy was plead

ing for a more broad support in the final national election

in November. He requested in Helena, the state capital,
for this support. He asked, not so much to Helena or

even Montana so much, but he asked of the West as a whole.

The Montana Democratic party had seventeen votes

in their national convention. They sent thirty-four dele

gates with a half vote each. "Montana had only seventeen 

votes, but they were important." H They were important 

because they helped Kennedy amass a victory in the Democrat

ic convention, but they also served as an indicator for

possible support in the national election. As the conven

tion began around four o'clock, Kennedy was quickly nominat

ed by Minnesota Governor Orville Freeman and Lyndon Johnson

nominated by close friend Sam Rayburn. Other nominees.

included Stuart Symington, Hubert Humphrey, and Adlai 

Stevenson.-1-2 The configuration of the convention began 

to be very clear, Kennedy was the Democrat's choice for

president. Montana Democratic delegates had swung their

votes in favor of Kennedy.
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Now, as the Democratic candidate for the 1960 presiden

tial election, Kennedy began a nationwide campaign against

Republican candidate Richard M. Nixon. Kennedy made only

one stop in Montana between June and the final tally in

November. He returned to Billings. Surprisingly, as

the "Caroline" landed and the plane door opened, Kennedy

was greeted by an enthusiastic crowd of five thousand.

The cheering and waving crowd pressed themselves to the

edge of the fence that protected the presidential hopeful.

Some of the younger fans were jumping up and down in the

latest craze of "Kennedy jumpers." The Kennedy appeal,

as evident in this reception, seemed to be growing in

Montana. Kennedy's hopes grew as it appeared as if the

Western states would support him in November. It appeared

to many that Kennedy was being well received, but this

was only a surface appearance.

Our Western frontier is not gone--it has only 
changed its form. There are dams to be built, 
deserts to be reclaimed, lands to be irrigated, 
forest roads to be laid, mines to be reopened, 
new industries to be developed, and, in short, 
new frontiers to be conquered.1^

Kennedy wanted to be that conqueror; he wanted to

appear as a Westerner in order to appeal to Westerners.

But Kennedy was not a Westerner, he was an Easterner.

It was this Eastern image he presented that lost manyI *
of Montana's voters. Tim Babcock, the 1960 Lieutenant

Governor candidate and eventual Republican Governor, claims 

Kennedy's ". . .image really didn't fit a Montanan."^
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It was clear from the beginning that Kennedy might never

fit a Montanan image. In Billings in 1958, "After a stand

ing ovation, Clem Cormier presented him with boots and

a cowboy hat, which Kennedy received with thanks--but

didn't put on." Earlier that day a seven man delegation

of Crow Indians, led by Pryor rancher Fred Strong Enemy,

". . .made Senator Kennedy honorary 'Chief Curly--family

of Smart Eagle' and gave him an impressive head-dress,

which he accepted and held--but made no move to put on."

Again, Kennedy refused to wear the garments of the West.

Nick Maltese, Yellowstone County Democratic Chairman,

pointed out to Kennedy the fact that he had refused to

don the warbonnet and cowboy hats given to him. Kennedy

explained to Maltese that he had seen the dour Calvin

Coolidge in such outfits, and that he did not care to

be thought of in the same dour category.

Unfortunately, Kennedy failed to realize that the

dour countenance of Coolidge was what appealed to many

Montanans. The cowboy hats and Indian head-dresses may

not have appealed to the dour Calvin Coolidge either,

but he wore them and he won in Montana. Kennedy was not

a Westerner. His opponents in both the Democratic election

and the national election appealed to the West, whether

they were truly Western or not. Richard Nixon would be

photographed wearing a newly-presented Indian head-dress

and brandishing a tomahawk. Both items were given to

him by North Dakota Indians after a speaking engagement
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in Minot, South Dakota.^ These photos could be seen 

in almost every major newspaper in Montana. Kennedy was

never photographed in such a fashion. Kennedy was not

a Westerner. He was a professional politician and in

no way fit the image of a down-to-earth country boy.

This Eastern image that Kennedy projected was enhanced

by his wife, Jackie. "Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy was

born in exclusive Southampton, Long Island, into a monied

society family. She has always been at home in circles 

of celebrities and dignitaries."-*-® Jackie was just as 

Eastern, if not more so, than husband John. In no way 

was Jackie ". . .equated with the farm girl."-*-^ She was 

refined and polished, but she was not Western. Montanans

received a first-hand glimpse of the glamour girl as she

accompanied John Kennedy into Butte in 1959. Edmund Chris

topherson writes:

It was Jackie's first and only trip to Montana. • 
There was no denying that she was attractive 
and gracious. But to some of the women who 
saw her that day with her bouffant hair style 
and eye makeup that hadn't yet caught on out 
here, she seemed aloof, modern, with an Eastern 
reserve--almost a coldness that contrasted with 
the easy going, informal pattern that Westerners 
claim. In contrast with the homey image that 
Bess Truman and Mamie Eisenhower projected, 
they felt that Jackie would have a difficult 
time getting across as a candidate's or as a 
president's wife!-*-®

Jackie projected an Eastern image that intensified

the already Eastern image of her husband. They were Eastern

and modern; an image that did not appeal to Montanans.

The Eastern image Kennedy projected and Montanans perceived
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was one image that helped Montanans decide. Montanans

did not decide in favor of Kennedy in 1960.

Jackie was not the only family member to come under

criticism in the 1960 election. Jackie was one member

of the Kennedy clan, that included Edward (Teddy) and

Robert. The Kennedy clan and their campaigning came to 

be referred to as "the well-oiled Kennedy machine."^9 

In Montana Ted Kennedy was an important cog within that

machine. He campaigned diligently for his brother. He

went so far as to ride a bucking bronco to gain Western

votes. Ted Kennedy, however, was not the mainspring of

the "well-oiled machine." Robert Kennedy, as Theodore

White observed, was

. . .both in effort and intelligence--inspired
and moved all the Kennedy machinery. His relent
less drive was to make him many enemies, and 
expose him to much sophisticated analysis by 
politicians and press alike.20

Robert Kennedy did just that; he created enemies.

In part, this was all within the Kennedy clan plan. John

Kennedy ". . .recognized that a campaign required a son

of a bitch--and that it could not be the candidate."2^-

Robert did much of the dirty work in the 1960 campaign.

Tim Babcock would claim that Bobby was "ruthless" and 

that in Montana he ". . .didn't help his brother."22 It 

was a ". . .sweet-and-sour brother act, Jack uses his

charm and waves the carrot and then Bobby wades in with 
the big stick!"23

Bobby's and Teddy's contributions to the campaign
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were not at all unexpected. The Kennedy family had long

been preparing men for political office and were determined

to see at least one become president. The Montana Standard

ran an article headlined, "Kennedy Learned from Grand

father," and detailed lessons given to JFK by his grand

father, John "HoneyFitz" Kennedy. 24 Joe Kennedy, JFK's 

father, and the entire Kennedy family helped prepare for

the presidential race. Tim Babcock notes that the family

"controlled, bankrolled" JFK's campaign. John Fitzgerald 

Kennedy was a "rich man's son."25’ Montanans, largely 

of the middle class, perceived this heritage and wealth

in negative terms. They thought, perhaps, that Kennedy

had not earned his position, but had bought it with money

and reputation.

As these family images of Kennedy permeated into

Montana, newspapers throughout the state covered the Nixon-

Rockefeller battle. New York governor Nelson Rockefeller

blasted fellow Republican Richard Nixon and accused him

of having no stand on any issue. Nixon retaliated strongly

and proved Rockefeller wrong. Rockefeller, consequently,

declined in popularity. The significance lies in that

this entire conflict was well and widely covered by Montana

newspapers. Rockefeller, declining in popularity, had

been associated with the images of the East, family, and 

wealth. This would have an effect on Kennedy's campaign.26

Still, Kennedy fought the image of the family and

wealth. There were ". . .charges alleging vote buying
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and subsidizing of local Democratic organizations with 

some possibility of grand jury vote fraud investigations."27 

Kennedy certainly had the organization and finances behind

him to win the election, but hardly in a corrupt fashion.

Kennedy's headquarters estimated to have spent about

$370,000 as campaign expenses in the first eight primaries

carried by Kennedy. The figures do not include what Kennedy

and family spent out of their own pockets. With such

organization and financial support the Kennedys could

literally run circles around their opponents. Minnesota

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey was one of the candidates who

had grown weary and had felt burned by the power of the

Kennedys.

He felt, Humphrey said, like an independent 
merchant competing against a chain store. It 
was not only the quantity of Kennedys, it was 
even more their money, their assurance, their 
beautiful people, their personal pollsters, 
their private convair, the "Caroline," as against 
Humphrey's limited funds, plain Midwestern folk 
and rented campaign bus.2®

Humphrey was not alone in this way of thinking. He

reflected many of the perceptions Montanans had of this

"well-oiled Kennedy machine." They were a rich, well

organized, professional family. Montanans saw John F.

Kennedy as riding on the family's heritage and fortune.

They did not see him worthy of the presidency. The family

and wealth image Kennedy projected was not seen favorably

in the eyes of Montana voters.

John F. Kennedy was the second youngest man ever
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elected to the office of President of the United States.

Kennedy's youth played a vital factor in the campaign

and in Montana. Within the Democratic party there was

considerable focus placed on Kennedy's youth and supposed

inexperience. In a Des Moines, Iowa, speech, candidate

Lyndon Johnson claimed, "I believe the world needs men

who have a little gray in their hair." Johnson, who at

51, had gray hair and the front runner in the Democratic 

primary race, Kennedy at 43, did not.2^ The Mont an a S t a n- 

dard repeatedly ran editorials hitting on Kennedy's youth

as an obstacle to his presidential hopes. In the Standard

on October 29, just days before the final election, an

editorial cartoon was run against Kennedy. It featured

a grinning Kennedy atop a wooden rocking horse romping

about in an "economic play room" amidst fairy tale and 

coloring books and other assorted toys.^® Democrats like 

Harry Truman and Senator Robert C. Byrd lambasted Kennedy

for his youth and inexperience.

Democrats were not the only ones critical of this

factor, Republicans hit Kennedy hard, too. Nixon called

Kennedy a novice. The Nixon organization would go so

far as to say that ". . .in these fateful times, 'you 
don't elect a boy to be President of the United States.'"21 

In Montana, the feeling was much the same. Donald Nutter,

a Sidney lawyer and the 1960 Republican and successful

candidate for governor, in reference to Nixon's experience,

stated, ". . .there isn't a contender, certainly on the

CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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Democrat ticket, who can come close to measuring up to 

his experience."32 Nutter's running mate and eventual 

successor, Tim Babcock, called Kennedy an "unproven per

son."33 Although most of Montana's newspapers attempted 

to present unbiased and fair coverage of the election,

the youth and experience issue forced them to a stand.

The Independent Record would favor ". . .the Nixon-Lodge

team over the Kennedy-Johnson ticket, because of greater

experience in the actual handling of international affairs, 

as top representatives of this country."3^

One of the most important images of Kennedy throughout

the entire national campaign was Kennedy's Catholicism.

Montana State Democratic Finance Chairman, Joe Reber, 
ardently states, "The real issue was Catholicism."33 John 

F. Kennedy was the first Roman Catholic ever elected to

the position of President of the United States. Naturally,

there was great debate. The religious issue swelled,

but Kennedy lanced much of the problem with a speech he

delivered on September 12, 1960, to the Greater Houston

Ministerial Association. Kennedy would say:

deliberately 
than this.

Because I am a Catholic, and no Catholic has 
ever been elected President, the real issues 
in this campaign have been obscured--perhaps 

in some quarters less responsible 
I believe in an America where the

separation of church and state is absolute. . . .
For while this, year it may be a- Catholic against 
whom the finger of suspicion is pointed, in 
other years it has been, and some day may be
again, a Jew 
a Baptist. . .

■or a Quaker—or a Unitarian--or 
. Finally, I believe in an America 

where religious intolerance will some day end-- 
where all men and all churches are treated as
equal. 36
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But Kennedy's speeches alone could not dissolve the

prejudice problem. As a Roman Catholic, he could not

dispel such misperceptions. He needed all the help he

could get from his allies.

Coming to his aid was his Democratic running mate,

Texas Senator Lyndon Baines Johnson. Johnson repeatedly

used Kennedy's war heroics in defense of this religious

issue.

And then that little ole Massachusetts boy took 
his little ole torpedo boat and rammed into 
the side of a Japanese cruiser, and there wasn't 
nobody around askin' what religion he was. And 
when he was savin' those American boys that 
was in his crew, they didn't ask what church 
he belonged to.37

The problem was, though, that people were asking

what church he belonged to. The press could not leave

the religious issue alone. Whenever Kennedy shook hands

with a nun, the picture appeared in the newspapers. This

presented itself as a problem within Montana. Students

from Carroll College, a Catholic college in Helena, had

incorrectly assumed that Kennedy would make a brief visit

to their campus. Kennedy strategists refused the opportuni

ty to visit the Carroll campus. They believed that photo

graphs of Kennedy with a group of priests and nuns would

be the only photos to make the news services from his

Helena trip. Kennedy's campaign team voted against this 

type of exposure.3®

Undoubtedly many undecided Catholic votes were lost

with this type of campaign strategy. Kennedy had his
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eye not on Montana, but on a larger national focus.

Kennedy even requested Butte Post-Standard reporter

Frank Quinn not to quote him on the Catholic issue because

he hoped to make comprehensive comments later and did

not want to be quoted in isolated fashion. Unfortunately,

Butte had a large Catholic population and wanted to hear

his comments on the issue. Catholics over the previous

thirty years had been slowly drifting away from the Demo

cratic party to the Republican. Because of Kennedy's

aloofness to Montana Catholics one wonders how many Catho

lics remained within Republican party lines in the 1960

election. Theodore White in The Making of the President,

196 0 notes :

There were at least fourteen vitally important 
states, states which normally swung back and 
forth in national elections, and in which the 
proportion of Catholics to total citizenry was 
large enough to count for Kennedy rather than 
against him.39

Montana was included in this fourteen because of

Montana's large Catholic population. These states were

crucial to Kennedy. It was important that he receive

and maintain the Catholic vote. Even more troubling was

the fact that, "In many of the most important dioceses

of the nation it was known in 1960 that if the Catholic

church had any silent inclination, it leaned to Richard 

M. Nixon rather than to John F. Kennedy."^

Kennedy was not only burdened with the problem of

luring Catholic voters from the Republican party, but
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had to face the problem of losing Protestant Democratic

voters. James Finnegan, the campaign manager of Democratic

candidate Adlai Stevenson was convinced that Kennedy would

antagonize voters in anti-Catholic areas. Traditional

non-Catholic areas in Montana, primarily eastern Montana,

failed to support Kennedy. The problem occurred in the

western half of Montana. Theodore White observed that:

In the town of New Amsterdam in Montana, which 
had voted for Democrat Lee Metcalf, a Protestant, 
for Congressman in 1958 , by 247 to 34; yet which 
in 1960 , when he ran for United States Senator 
and was denounced by the local opinion makers 
as the candidate of the 'Catholic Party,' voted 
against him by 260 to 40.41

It was apparent that Montanans agreed with James

Finnegan in that "'America is not ready for a Catholic.'"

As the Helena newspaper noted that this can only be specula

tive, for in actuality, "Nobody will ever know how many

Protestants voted against Kennedy because of his religion, 

or how many Catholics voted for him because of his faith."42 

In the final tally Kennedy lost only four of the aforemen

tioned fourteen swing-states. He lost California, Ohio,

Wisconsin, and Montana.

Those images projected by Kennedy helped Richard

M. Nixon carry Montana. These images, however, were supple

mented with two key issues--the farm crisis and communism.

In 1959, Montana state governor candidate Donald Nutter

proclaimed the farmer as ". . .the last true capitalist

in America."43 Montana's economy centered around such

farmer. Senator Kennedy ". . .was continually on the
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offensive, attacking Eisenhower's policies and calling

them ineffective." He attacked the mis judgment of the

Republican administration on the handling of the farm

crisis. Kennedy's solution was a more active and interven

tionist federal government.

Kennedy had changed his mind frequently in the area

of agricultural policy. For a time he was a supporter

of Ezra Taft Benson, Secretary of Agriculture under Eisen

hower. Kennedy would later strike at Benson. He claimed

Benson had only one policy--to lower prices. "His program 

seems to be to put the farmer out of business."44 Benson 

became the "political whipping boy," claims former Montana

Governor Tim Babcock. Montana's Senator Lee Metcalf,

a Democrat, used Benson in his own campaign. Metcalf

publicly announced that he hoped Benson would campaign

for Republicans in order to ". . .increase the margin

by which the Democratic candidates. . ." would carry Montana

in November.4^ Richard Nixon also used Benson to his 

political advantage. Nixon generally favored the policies

of the Eisenhower administration with the exception that

he usually differed from Ezra Taft Benson on the farm

problems.

Nixon was labeled as having a similar farm policy

as that of the Democrats. The Independent Record noted

that both Nixon and Kennedy

. . .urged government protection for the farmer
against disease and. pestilence, the right of 
farmers to help themselves through cooperatives,
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continued rural electrification and telephone 
service, and assurance that the farmer 'should 
not be forced to buy on a regulated market and 
forced to sell for whatever price he can get.'^G 

It was estimated that his government spending programs

he was proposing were going to raise the federal budget

some fifteen billion dollars. Donald Nutter believed

Montana should not cry financial "uncle," but should elimin

ate federal control.47 Republicans campaigned hard in 

Montana against Kennedy's supposedly poor policies. The

Republicans listed increased administrative costs, food

cost placed primarily on the working-man in the low and

middle income brackets, and the loss of foreign markets

as detriments to Kennedy's program. Kennedy, however,

was tendered as labor's man, the student's, the immigrant's,

the welfare-seeker's, and the farmer's man. Tim Babcock

claims neither Nixon or Kennedy had a strong farm policy.

In the end, it was Kennedy who suffered from a weak program,

however.

A second important element within the campaign was

communism. It was at this time that the United States

was engaged fully in the Cold War. Relations between

the United States and the Soviet Union were tense. America

was suffering from another Red Scare. Nixon quickly took

the offensive and struck at Kennedy's vulnerabilities.

Kennedy's weakness, like most Democrats, was his liberal

ness. Nixon attacked Kennedy consistently as being "soft-

on-communism. "
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Nixon and other Republicans had been seen as defenders

against communism and were thus assumed to be the strongest

candidates. The Independent Record ran editorials listing

their support of Nixon. One editorial suggested that:

There are many reasons for this settling in 
of support for the Republican presidential ticket.
All along there has been the belief by many 
people that Nixon and Lodge both have demonstrated 
outstanding abilities to cut through communist 
propaganda, and to rebuff the Reds. Ambassador 
to the United Nations, Lodge has many actual 
votes to his credit showing how he beat the 
Russians when they tried to recruit other nations 
against America. There just is no doubt of 
his success in those battles.48

Montana Standard editorialists detailed Cold War

battles led by Democrats and supposedly lost by Democrats.

One loss in the Cold War that still lingered in the minds

of many Americans, including Montanans, was the loss of

China. This loss was closely associated with the adminis

trations of F.D.R. and Truman, both Democratic administra

tions. Later, after the formation of the United Nations,

Kennedy pointed to this international body and claimed

it lacked prestige. The prestige he was referring to

was the absence of China.

The battle between the Soviets and Nixon helped Nixon

tremendously. It was claimed, largely by Republicans,

that the communist's aim was to beat Nixon. This hardly

troubled Nixon. In the campaign the question was raised

as to whether a Soviet Premier could be a determining

factor in a U.S. presidential race. "If Nikita Khrushchev

continues to display his hatred for Nixon, he will elect
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him the next president," said the Montana Standard.^

While Nixon was tagged as an ardent anti-communist,

Kennedy was labeled as a communist sympathizer. The Stand

ard claimed that ". . .a leading backer of the front-running

Democratic presidential hopeful is none other than Mrs.

Cyrus Eaton, wife of the multi-millionaire pal of Nikita

Khrushchev."5°

Montanans, like most Americans, became captivated

by this communist intrigue. Montanans were conservative

and traditional. A Republican campaign advertisement

went as far as to claim Kennedy's farm plans had communist

links. Kennedy's farm plan was said in the Sidney Herald

to require ". . .stricter controls than they have in most

COMMUNISTIC COUNTRIES."51 Again, Kennedy's image did

not suit Montanans.

The images of Kennedy had been clearly set into the

minds of Montanans. In examining the 1960 election results

by county in Montana, it is evident that Montana did not

support Kennedy because of the preceding reasons. The

rural Protestant counties of eastern Montana did not vote

for Kennedy in 1960 (see figure 1). Kennedy was seen

as the youth, the Catholic, the Easterner, the rich man's

son, the communist sympathizer, and was unconcerned for

the American farmer. With these images in mind, Montanans

entered the voting booths and decided on their future.

Kennedy watched the nominations on television with

his parents and close friends from a Beverly Hills villa
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they had rented for the week. Before the tabulation,

however, Kennedy snuck away with his friend Dave Powers 

to his hideaway on North Rossmore Boulevard.52

Reports from Montana had begun to clearly indicate

the gaining popularity of the Nixon-Lodge ticket. Through

out the election it appeared as if Montanans had tried

to keep open minds. But during election week sentiment

began to jell in favor of Nixon-Lodge.

Montana sentiment did jell in favor of Nixon-Lodge.

"Kennedy lost Montana by the vote of 134,891 to 141,841

and failed to carry nine other of the thirteen Western 

states."53 Kennedy carried only twenty of Montana's fifty-

six counties.

The 1960 election was the closest presidential contest

since Harrison-Cleveland in 1888. Kennedy received

34,221,000 votes and Nixon received 34,108,000, a difference

of only 113,000 . The shift of one-half vote per precinct 

could have changed the outcome.54

Kennedy lost Montana, but won the election. Joe

Reber, Montana Democratic Party Finance Chairman, argues

Kennedy would have carried Montana had not "the Democrats 

sat on their hands."55

Nobody knows to this day, or ever will, whom 
the American people really elected President 
in 1960. Under the prevailing system, John 
F. Kennedy was inaugurated, but it is not at 
all clear that this was really the will of the 
people or, if so, by what means and margin that
will was expressed.56

Montana reflects these nationwide doubts. Kennedy
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lost in conservative Montana. The images he projected

in no way fit the tastes or desires of Montanans. He

did, however, win the national election; the first time

since 190 0 that Montana had failed to support the winning

candidate.

t
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Don Ferguson, a political scientist, noted the changing

mood of the American people in the 1960's and attributed

this to Kennedy. He said,

'You had a young guy who had kids, and who liked 
to play football on his front lawn. He was 
a real human being. He was talking about pumping 
some new life into the country. . .just giving 
the whole country a real shakedown and a new 
image. . . Everything they did showed that America
was alive and active. ... To run a country 
it takes more than just mechanics. It takes 
psychology. ' 57

John F. Kennedy, as President-elect, was engaged

in a psychological battle. It was a psychological battle

against misperceptions people carried as to the real John

Kennedy.

In keeping with the youthful, vigorous image he had

projected during the campaign, John Fitzgerald Kennedy

called his program "The New Frontier." Kennedy had lost

Montana and many other Western states. His loss of Montana

was reflective of nationwide doubts. People were hesitant

towards the policies and the person of John F. Kennedy.

People were hesitant to step into that "New Frontier."

From the outset of the Kennedy administration, "Montana 

had a friend in the White House."58 Senator Metcalf report

ed that

2 4
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Under the vigorous leadership of President Kenne
dy, the first session of the 87th Congress enacted 
a significant part of the Administration's legis
lative program, designed to meet the challenges 
of the 1960's, blueprinted in the Democratic 
platform and highlighted during the past cam
paign . 9

Again, Kennedy met more than just the challenges

of the 1960's. Kennedy, during his presidency, confronted

and dispelled the misperceptions people held of him. He

dispelled these largely through exposure, development

of domestic and foreign policy, and the creation of new

images. The images Montanans had held of Kennedy—Eastern

er, youth, rich man's son, Catholic, and communist sympa-

thizer--were dispelled with time. J.D. Holmes, the Asso

ciated Press correspondent in Helena during the Kennedy

years, claims that Kennedy's exposure in Montana was seri

ously limited. He further asserts that while most other

states were exposed to Kennedy through the famous Nixon-Ken

nedy television debates, Montana remained unaffected.

He proposes that this was due to a majority of Montanans

possessing radios rather than televisions. While radio

carried the debates to Montanans, Kennedy could not project

his true personality as well as he could on television.

Holmes believes that before 1960 the Kennedy's just "hadn't

made their mark," but that through his presidency he

became more accessible, more familiar, and thus more popu

lar.^0 This was the case in Montana.

Kennedy had spoken of the New Frontier, but many

did not understand what this meant. Montanans came to
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associate this campaign slogan with themselves. Montana

was Kennedy's New Frontier. The New Frontier was a land

abundant in natural resources. Kennedy often spoke on

behalf of the natural resources of the West -and of Montana.

The Billings Gazette reflected this changing attitude

when it reported,

It was a gala occasion at the fairgrounds. . .when 
Billings welcomed a smiling and personable Presi
dent Kennedy. ... It was gratifying to have 
him with us and hear what he said about developing 
the natural resources of the West. Federal 
policy on our resource development is vital 
to a state like Montana with 37 percent of its 
land controlled by the federal government. Timber, 
mineral, and recreation resources on the public 
domain provide jobs for thousands of Montanans.61 

Kennedy spoke directly to Montanans about Montana,

"This State of Montana knows better almost better than

any other state, what it means when you develop the water 

resources and get cheap power."62 Kennedy through his 

conservation and resource development policy began erasing

Montana's misperceptions. Kennedy showed Montanans that

though he was an Easterner and knew very little of natural

resources (other than what he had been informed of by

his aides) he was genuinely concerned with Montana and

the West. From 1960 until his untimely death in 1963 ,

Kennedy initiated federal policies that aided in the devel

opment of Montana. In his Washington Notebook, Senator

Metcalf noted that he had ". . .emerged from a meeting

this week with President Kennedy," and developed a ". . .

six-point program worked out to help the domestic lumber
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industry."6-^ Kennedy constantly recommended to Congress 

proposals to develop Montana's lumber industry, water

resources (Little Missouri River rights and Knowles Dam

project), and environmental protection. The President

drew himself close to the hearts of the outdoor-minded

Montanans. He was interested in the conservation program,

orderly development, wise management and the most effective

use of the natural resources with which Montana is especial

ly blessed. He never forgot the conservation program

he laid down in Billings in 1960 . Because of the interest

of President Kennedy, Montana has more parks, more recrea

tion facilities, more access roads than ever before.

Because of the interest of President Kennedy the citizens

of Montana grew to respect and even love him.

In the election campaign the Indian population of

Montana had often felt neglected. Kennedy had refused

to don the warbonnets and other Indian gear. This, however,

was in part due to the logistics of the campaign, but

even more so just an oversight of the Kennedy team. This

oversight, however, was corrected by his policies and

treatment of Native Americans. Metcalf's Washington Note

book highlighted this new association. It reported:

Two presidents and two senators discussed Indian 
affairs at the White House. . . . Montana Senators
Mike Mansfield and Lee Metcalf accompanied Walter 
Wetzel, Browning [emphasis author's], President 
of the National Congress of American Indians, 
to a private meeting with President John F. 
Kennedy before the President met with a large 
delegation of tribal officials from many states.^4
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Walter Wetzel, a Blackfoot from Browning, Montana, gave

Kennedy a hand-carved gavel with his name inscribed upon

it--Chief High Eagle. Kennedy paid considerable attention

to the Indian population. He helped initiate a ten-point

program for improvement of the Indian's status. His plans

included help for educational and vocational training,

credit aid, better land management and a public housing

program for reservations. The Indians of Montana really

loved John Kennedy "because he had a special concern for 

them and their problems."65 Kennedy's image was dramatical

ly changing with all people in Montana.

Some people in Montana were still hesitant as to

the true nature of John F. Kennedy. This is especially

so with the Montana farmer. Agriculture proved problematic.

The Kennedys were urbanites for whom agriculture policy

was a mystery. Kennedy, however, solved the mystery in

his appointment of Secretary of Agriculture. Kennedy

selected Minnesota Governor Orville Lothrop Freeman. Freeman

had been a member of the Minnesota Democractic-Farm-Labor

party and had nominated Kennedy at the 1960 Democratic

convention. The Senate Agriculture Committee also approved

President Kennedy's nomination of Roland Renne as assistant

secretary of agriculture. Roland R. Renne was the President 

of Montana State College in Bozeman.66 Farm policy was 

thus being directed, or at least partly directed, by a

Montanan. This brought great support from the farmers

of Montana.
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The growing popularity of Kennedy among Montana farmers

became more and more evident throughout his presidency.

An early indicator of this growing popularity can be seen

on the Independent Record headline of August 8, 1961.

The headline read: "JFK Signs New Farm Measure." The

article that followed recounted Kennedy signing into law

a new farm program which he termed a "'major step toward

a sound agricultural economy and a better life for the

farmers of this country.'Montana farmers and urban

residents lauded this measure and flooded the editors

of their local newspapers with letters of praise.

Montanans were clearly benefiting from Freeman, Renne,

and Kennedy's control of American farm policy. Federal

and federally insured credit to Montana farmers had almost

tripled on the New Frontier. The Farmer's Home Administra

tion reported that in fiscal 1962 the loan total in Montana

amounted to about $15,921,000. The fiscal 1960 figure 

was $5,410,362.68

Kennedy's farm policies did not only benefit the

Montana farmer, but the citizens of Montana as well. He

especially helped the low-income residents of Montana

through his agricultural decisions.

In his economic message of February 2, 1961,
President Kennedy requested the Department of 
Agriculture to inaugurate a series of pilot 
food stamp projects to help overcome the nation's 
dilemma of over-production coexisting with inade
quate diet for low-income families. ... A 
few hours following the President's announcement, 
Senators Mansfield and Metcalf called and wired 
agriculture officials, urging that Butte [emphasis
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author's] and Silver Bow County be included 
in the pilot program. At that time all but 
one of the areas had been predetermined, but 
Silver Bow County became the eighth participating 
area.69

The food stamp program was but one of many domestic aid

programs envisioned by Kennedy and enacted under his "vigor

ous leadership." Under Kennedy Montana received over

sixty million dollars in federal funds for federal highway

construction. The Housing and Home Finance Agency approved

the construction of a $425,000 31-dwelling senior citizens' 

housing project in Plentywood.70

In the 1960 election campaign Kennedy was criticized

as a big spender; critics claimed he would bankrupt the

nation with his proposals. President Kennedy's 1962 fiscal 

year budget surprised everybody. It deflated much of

the criticism against Kennedy's financial propositions.

Critics could not find substantiation for charges that 
he was embarked on an irresponsible spending spree.7-1- 

Kennedy had proven to many that he was not going to send

America into financial ruin. The only criticism of his

financial thrift in Montana came from a citizen by the

name of Bottomly. The letter written was sent to Senator

Lee Metcalf of Montana and was in reference to a financial

proposal pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

The leader reads as follows:

Dear Mr. Metcalf,

When I received my notice of savings and loan 
interest the other day there was enclosed a 
request to write to my Senator in opposition
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to some bill. I can't find the slip and don't 
know what bill but you probably know and I want 
to tell you I am against it.

Thank you.7 2

Kennedy's financial decisions were well received, with

the exception of Bottomly.

All of the preceding domestic issues considerably

altered the minds and opinions of JFK critics. Kennedy's

most critical domestic issue, however, was the civil rights

problem. The civil rights issue also dispelled many opin

ions and images Montanans possessed of Kennedy. The Kenne

dys were abstractly in favor of equal rights. But it

took presidential politics to involve them with the move

ment; and then the pressure of responsibility to make

them think intensively and act upon the problem. They

thought and they acted. In early 1961 the Daily Missoulian

headline read "Kennedy Acts Against Discrimination." 73 

In a speech on the night of a major Black uprising, Kennedy

told the world he would ask Congress "to make a commitment

it has not fully made in this century to the proposition 

that race has no place in American life or law."74

John F. Kennedy was given the chance to pave the

way in the civil rights movement with the "Ole Miss" rift.

Student James Meredith, a Black, had been refused entrance

into the University of Mississippi. As the issue grew

into a crisis Kennedy intervened on behalf of Meredith

and made the crisis a concern of the federal government.

Montanans were generally in favor of Kennedy's actions.
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R.C. King, Pastor of First Baptist Church in Helena and

President of the Montana Baptist Convention, wrote:

If you see fit you may publish this letter to 
clarify the position of a large group of people 
in the State of Montana and no doubt many other 
states of our nation. We deplore the situation 
that has come about at the University of Mississ
ippi campus because of the enrollment of a Negro 
student. . . . The First Baptist Church of Helena,
the Montana Baptist Convention, and the American 
Baptist Convention with which we are associated 
take the unequivocal position that all mankind 
is, before God, equal without regard to race 
or color, social position, or condition of servi
tude. We deplore acts of segregation and strive 
to live with all mankind as Christians.75

The coverage of this issue clearly indicated the

growing popularity of Kennedy in Montana. While the prev

ious issues had impacts upon Montana, the civil rights

issue had little affect. Montana's Black population was

dramatically less than most other U.S. states. William

R. Etheridge in a Billings Gazette editorial summed it

up well when he wrote, "It takes a lot of political courage

to do very much for our Negro people and I think Kennedy

has shown such courage." 7 6

Kennedy's popularity with Montanans, to a large degree,

wa s dependent upon Kennedy's relationship with Montana

Senator Mike Mansfield. Oddly enough Mansfield had not

been a supporter of Kennedy in the 1960 campaign. Mansfield

as a senior politician looked at the records of the candi

dates and could only support one individual. Kennedy

was a young upstart with only Massachusetts senator exper

ience. Naturally, Mansfield supported a more seasoned
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politician in the 1960 election. Mansfield supported

Johnson.

Mansfield's role within the Kennedy Administration

was more significant as time progressed. Mansfield was

a key voice in the decision in the choice of Johnson for

vice-president. Kennedy, in defense of his choice for

vice-president, told his brother, "'Did it occur to you

that if Lyndon Johnson becomes the Vice-President, I'll

have Mike Mansfield as the leader in the Senate, somebody 

I can trust and depend on?'"77 President Kennedy met 

regularly with Senators and Congressmen in addition to

having breakfast once a week with Mansfield. Mansfield

and Kennedy grew close over the early years of the Kennedy

Administration, personally and professionally. Kennedy

respected Mansfield tremendously, especially within foreign

policy matters. Kennedy, challenged on one of his foreign

policy decisions, became annoyed with Mansfield. Later,

in retrospect, Kennedy said, "I got angry with Mike for

disagreeing with our policy so completely and I got angry 
with myself because I found myself agreeing with him."78 

Mansfield, because of his close association with Kennedy

and in his expertise in East Asian affairs, was instrumental

in the development of foreign policy. In many ways Mans

field held a direct control over policy of the Kennedy

Administration. "Mansfield, who had served forty years

before with the Marines in the Far East and thirty years

before as a professor of Far Eastern history, was no novice
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in the area. At Kennedy's request he visited South Vietnam 

in November 1962."79

The Billings Gazette headline for September 2, 1962,

read, "Kennedy Warns Vietnam Regime. ,.8 0 Kennedy was cau

tious about Vietnam, he said he "did not want to launch

a white man's war in Asia and that Asians had to fight

their own battles."81 But because of his acceptance of 

the "Domino theory" he believed China and the Soviet Union

were behind the problem in Vietnam and he consequently

expanded the American presence in Indochina. The several

thousand advisors and support troops that Kennedy had

sent to South Vietnam to aid its anti-communist government

to fight Communist rebels initiated the beginning of a 

much larger involvement to come.8^ The boys and men of 

the United States, including Montana, would fight, kill,

and be killed in Vietnam for the next ten years.

Kennedy had one primary foreign policy: to battle

communism. Kennedy believed the previous administration

had not confronted the spread of communism adequately.

With communist take-overs occurring monthly throughout

the world, many Americans believed that the Soviet Union

was winning the Cold War. Whether this was true or not,

Kennedy was ready and willing to change America's status

in the world. Kennedy, once in office, seemed eager to

prove his toughness. The charge that Kennedy was soft-on-

communism certainly could be refuted. The Kennedy Adminis

tration's foreign policy record was mixed--there was Viet
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nam, Berlin, and Cuba. Kennedy would battle communism

in all these areas. America rallied behind Kennedy in

all these areas in an effort to push back a "common enemy."

Independent Record headlines reflected a certain optimism

about this battle with communism. An Independent Record 

headline read, "We Could Win the Cold War Now."83 In 

his Billings visit in 1963 concerning the Iron Curtain

and communism, Kennedy said, ". . .we have made progress--

not toward an easier existence--but, I think, towards

a chance for a more secure existence."8^ In that same

visit to Billings, Kennedy hit home with Montanans concern

ing communism, when he told them:

Montana is a long way from Washington and it's 
a long way from the Soviet Union and it's 10,000 
miles from Laos. But this particular state 
because it has among other reasons, concentrated 
within its borders some of the most powerful 
nuclear missile systems in the world, must be 
conscious of every danger and must be conscious 
of how close Montana lives to the firing line 
which divides the Communist world.88

Montanan's perceptions of Kennedy changed dramatically.

Kennedy was certainly not soft-on-communism, but rather

a hardened Cold War warrior. Whether it was in the form

of troops, propaganda, or just the threat of intervention,

the United States under Kennedy was involved in Cold War

battles on at least three continents--Vietnam, Berlin,

and Cuba.

Senator Metcalf noted, "The shift of the Berlin situa-

tion. . .prompted our President's wise decision to reinforce 
our armed forces and increase our military effort."88
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Kennedy traveled to Berlin in June of 1963 ". . .to under

score the American will to stay, and electrified a mass

rally with emotional words: ’Ich bin ein Berliner „ [I

am a Berliner]."'®7 As Montanans read the newspaper coverage 

of East Germans escaping oppression and fleeing to West

Berlin, they began to rally further behind the president.

The Independent Record editorialist wrote, "Of course

the nation is behind President Kennedy in his Berlin policy.

If we fold up in Berlin we might just as well fold up

and slink home from all the areas in the world where we

have influence."®® Montanans not only supported the Presi

dent ideologically, but also with troops. The Helena

Independent Record followed this mobilization and noted,

Montana's National Guard which fought in every 
American war since the Indian Battle of the 
Big Hole in 1877, is prepared to meet any emergen
cy which may arise from the current Berlin crisis.
"We have no information on how far President 
Kennedy may go in strengthening the armed forces," 
Kendall explained. "We are standing by ready 
to execute any mobilization order that may come 
from Washington.1,89

The communist threat was not an abstract reality

to Americans. It was not a distant threat, but rather

a very close threat. Cuba was only ninety miles away

from the American coastline. It was a definite threat

to American security. Kennedy and America's involvement

with Cuba were tested on two major events--the Bay of

Pigs and the Cuban missile crisis.

In late March and early April 1961 Kennedy made his

first move to roll back the communist presence in Cuba.
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He warned the nation that if action is not taken against

Cuba's Prime Minister Fidel Castro that he "may become 

a greater danger than he is today."90 Kennedy, in April 

of 1961, i11-advisedly lent token naval support to an

invasion of Cuba by a small band of anti-Castro Cuban

refugees at a place called Bay of Pigs. A Daily Missoulian

editorial reflected the support Kennedy received from

Montanans. It said that Kennedy could count on the support

of a united country in his position against Cuba.

Montanans were swept up in the Cold War battle and

engulfed in the growing Cuba hysteria. The ■Daily Missoulian

recorded:

Three college students offered their services 
Wednesday to the anti-Castro rebels, but were 
turned down. The Cuban revolutionary headquarters 
in New York City told the youths by telephone 
Americans were not wanted, but that the sentiment 
was appreciated. The three Eastern Montana 
College of Education s.tudents are Jerry Mueller,
21, and John Anderson, 19, both of Billings 
and Craig Stover, 19, Detroit, Mich.9^

It is evident from this that at least Montana youths were

supportive of Kennedy's anti-communist campaign.

The Bay of Pigs invasion, however, was a virtual

Kennedy "fiasco." Nearly fifteen hundred members of the

invasion were killed or captured. The immediate and most

apparent result of the fiasco was the strengthening of

the Castro regime and the firming of relations between

Cuba and the Soviet Union. It also ended any possibility

of a military intervention into the country of Laos. Kennedy

told the world, however, that Cuba "Must Not Be
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Abandoned."92 Kennedy took full responsibility for whatever 

role the United States played in the failure of the Cuban

invasion. He recognized the invasion's inadequacies,

but remained adamant. He vowed a "relentless struggle 

in every corner of the globe" against communism.93 It 

was this relentless and persevering attitude on the part

of Kennedy that endeared him to the hearts of Montanans.

Although the Bay of Pigs was a fiasco it showed his constant

desire to beat communism. J.D. Holmes agrees that the

fiasco gave no indication of soft-on-communism. Montana

was beginning to love this Cold War warrior in Kennedy.

The images they had held in the campaign and election

of 1960 had begun to rapidly dissolve.

Naturally, there were critics of the Bay of Pigs

fiasco. Residents wrote to their local newspapers and

urged Kennedy to use America's overwhelming military

strength and erase the threat of Cuba. Montana residents

balked at Kennedy's patience. In an Independent Record

editorial they ridiculed Kennedy, saying, "Keep calm about

Cuba! That is the word from the New Frontier."94 Montanans 

wanted direct action taken against Castro and Cuba. This

action would soon come.

Because of a Soviet Union missile site construction

on Cuba, as photographed by American reconnaissance planes,

the United States became alarmed at this upsetting of

the nuclear status quo. On October 22, 1962, Kennedy

declared a Naval blockade of Cuba that sent a message
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to the Soviet Union that the United States was willing

to risk war rather than permit a buildup of Soviet power 

in Cuba, only ninety miles from the American coast.95

Montanans were almost immediately satisfied with

this move by Kennedy. The day after this Kennedy announce

ment a Helena critic wrote, "No matter how long it has

taken him to learn the truth, the nation will certainly

support the President in the most severe steps necessary 

to avert the threatened danger."96 a powerful U.S. war 

fleet fanned across the Atlantic and prepared to intercept

a large number of Soviet ships carrying missiles to Cuba.

This was the first test of Kennedy's arms blockade and

his strengthened position against communist Cuba. Khrush

chev and the Soviet Union backed down and discontinued

their missile shipments to Cuba and removed remaining

missiles from the island. Kennedy then lifted the quaran

tine. "Bravo," was the one-word reaction of Representative

James F. Battin of Montana. Governor Tim Babcock said,

"In this I support the President. I back him now just

as I would have backed him had he carried through the

Bay of Pigs operation decisively." Leo Graybill, Jr.,

Democratic candidate for Congress was impressed with Kenne

dy's caution in the matter.97

So, the Cuban crisis came to a close. Kennedy emerged

from the crisis with the image of a tough Cold War warrior.

Montanans would support Kennedy against this common enemy--

the threat of communism.
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In September, 1963, the residents of Billings received

the pleasure of seeing and hearing President Kennedy speak.

The anticipation of his visit grew as September 25th neared.

A cheering throng of Billings residents was expected to

overflow at the Midland Empire Fairgrounds. Edmund Christo

pherson in "Westward I Go Free": The Story of J.F.K, in

Montana described the visit as follows:

September 25, 1963, was a tremendous, sunny,
warm, fall, summer-like day as Billings hung 
out its flags and excused its youngsters from 
school for JFK's third visit. . . . As he waited
his turn, basking in the sun and the light breeze 
of that 83 degree autumn afternoon, JFK seemed 
to draw--from the enthusiasm of the corwd--a 
new degree of confidence.^

Then he rose and spoke to the crowd of close to 17,500

people. Kennedy received a resounding ovation when he

praised his friend and colleague, Senate Majority Leader

Mike Mansfield. He reiterated his concern for the preserva

tion of Montana's natural resources. Kennedy, in this

speech, said, "Thoreau was right when he said, 'Eastward

I go, only by force. Westward I go free! I must walk

toward Oregon and not towards Europe.' I walk toward Mon

tana."99 It was on this day that many Montanans caught 

their first and last personal glimpse of John F. Kennedy.

They would see and hear a man they had previously misunder

stood and misperceived. The images of the youth, Easterner,

rich man's son, Catholic, and communist-sympathizer, had

rapidly melted away. Christopherson detailed this growing

popular i ty,
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President Kennedy went over to the fence and 
walked along it, reaching the eager, outstretched 
hands to the accompaniment of cries of delight — 
going slowly, squinting a bit at the bright 
sunlight, pausing for a word here, or to stroke 
one younger's long blonde hair.^-00

The complexity of his job and the urgencies of his office

compressed his visit to Billings to only ninety minutes.

Christopherson continued,

Billings, that day, had been a real breakthrough 
for President Kennedy. Until then, his reception 
on his "Conservation Tour" had been so-so. But 
on this day, before this crowd, in this Republican 
community, in a state that hadn't given him 
a majority in 1960, he realized that he was 
tuned in--that his concerns were those of the 
people, and their anxieties his, and that, unques
tionably, he would be reelected.

Kennedy was in tune with Montanans and Montanans in tune

with him. Kennedy became a more personal figure to the

thousands of Montanans who saw and heard him that day.

Kennedy was more accessible, more personal; he was now

very appealing to Montanans lot of kids in Billings

went to sleep that night with a strange feeling in their

hands--the hands that had been shaken by the President

of the United States. No doubt many adults felt the same.

The following day Kennedy visited Great Falls, Montana.

Over 100,000 people from the state turned out to see Presi

dent Kennedy. It was the largest gathering for any purpose

in Montana's entire history. Kennedy's speech spoke of

a unified nation in spirit,

This sun in this sky which shines over Montana 
can be, I believe, the kind of inspiration to 
us all to recognize what a great single country 
we have--50 separate states but one people living
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here in the United States, building this country 
and maintaining the watch around the globe.-1-02

This mass gathering to see Kennedy boosted his popularity

in Montana tremendously. Great Falls resident and FBI

Academy-trained John Krsul said of Kennedy, "I've seen

Eisenhower, Truman, Johnson, and Nixon, and none of them

created an image like that. When he met people, he did 

it with real warmth. He meant it."-1-02 Mrs. John Mansfield,

Mike's sister-in-law, summed up the new image Montanans

had of Kennedy, "He was so shy and humble--he's a regular 

guy."^-0^ Kennedy's images were now almost opposite of

what they had been in 1960.
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November 22, 1963, was a sunny, beautiful day in

Dallas, Texas. "All the threats of the heavens had been

dissipated by a band of light which warmed the concrete 

of Dallas."105 inside a warehouse, along the presidential 

parade route, stood Lee Harvey Oswald. His rifle pinned

to his shoulder and aimed at the President of the United

States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

The trigger was squeezed. . . . The shell entered 
the right rear of the skull. A large portion 
of the head left the body in two chunks. One 
flew backward into the street. The other fell 
beside the President. Dura matter, like wet 
rice, sprayed out of the brain in a pink fan 
. . . . The light had gone out with no memories, 
no regrets. After forty-six years, he was again 
engulfed by the dark entity from which he had 
come. For good or evil, his work, his joys, 
his responsibilities were complete. The heart, 
automatically fibrillating, pumped great gouts 
of blood through the severed arteries of the
brain, drenching the striped shirt, blending
on the petals of the flowers, puddling the rug
on the car floor. It would stop in a few moments

.106

The threats of the heavens had not been dissipated. In

a few moments John Kennedy was dead. Lee Harvey Oswald,

the assassin, had in an instant turned to ashes the shining

and yet unfulfilled promise of John Kennedy.

Montana was in shock as was the rest of the nation

and the world. It was only eight weeks earlier that Kenne-
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dy, on warm September days, had stood before audiences

in both Great Falls and Billings. In the streets of Helena,

people stood in stunned disbelief. Christopherson wrote,

they ". . .tried to comprehend, tearfully groped the

streets. Bells tolled, flags flew half-staff, churches

stayed open for prayer, and were as crowded that Sunday

as on Easter.Montana was paralyzed. The entire

nation was this way. In his Butte visit of 1959, Kennedy

thanked the Montana Democratic delegation for not supporting

his nomination for vice-president. Kennedy said then,

"Otherwise, my political career would have been ended."

Little did he realize then that his career would come

to a halt at the hand of an assassin.-*-08

Upon his death many tributes were made in Kennedy's

honor. Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy, JFK's wife, requested

Montana's Mike Mansfield to deliver the eulogy at his

funeral. Friends and family gathered in the rotunda of

the United States Capitol in Washington, D.C., on November

24, 1963. Mansfield rose and delivered the following

speech:

There was a sound of laughter; in a moment it 
was no more. And so she took a ring from her 
finger and placed it in his hands.

There was a wit in a man neither young, nor 
old, but a wit full of an old man's wisdom and 
of a child's wisdom, and then, in a moment it 
was no more. And so she took a ring from her 
finger and placed it in his hands.

There was a man marked with the scars of his 
love of country, a body active with the surge 
of a life far, far from spent and, in a moment
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it was no more. And so she took a ring from 
her finger and placed it in his hands.

There was a father with a little boy, a little 
girl and a joy of each in the other. In a moment 
it was no more, and so she took a ring from 
her finger and placed it in his hands.

There was a husband who asked much and gave 
much, and out of the giving and asking wove 
with a woman what could not be broken in life, 
and in a moment it was no more. And so she 
took a ring from her finger and placed it in 
his hands, and kissed him and closed the lid 
of a coffin.

A piece of each of us died at that moment. Yet, 
in death he gave of himself to us. He gave 
us of a good heart from which the laughter came. 
He gave us of a profound wit, from which a great 
leadership emerged. He gave us of a kindness 
and a strength fused into a human courage to 
seek peace without fear.

He gave us of his love that we, too, in turn,
might give He gave that we might give of our
selves, that we might give to one another until 
there would 
the bigotry,

be no room, no room at all, for 
the hatred, the prejudice and the 

in that moment ofarrogance which converged 
horror to strike him down.

In leaving us--these gifts, John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy, President of the United States, leaves 
with us. Will we take them, Mr. President? 
Will we have, now, the sense and the responsibili
ty and the courage to take them?^®

Honorable James F. Battin, Representative of Montana,

joined the mourning of President Kennedy. In his relatively 

short speech, Battin said, "Though I disagreed with him

on political matters, he was my President, he was the 

President of all Americans."^0 Senator Lee Metcalf of

Montana in his eulogy at the Senate Memorial Service re

called Kennedy's visits to Montana and listed his contribu

tions to the Big Sky state. Representative Arnold Olsen
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delivered a touching memorial in Kennedy's honor as well.

It was these memorials made by Montana's great men that

lifted Kennedy's image to seraphic heights. Kennedy,

because of these speeches, attained an almost Christ-like

image in the minds of Montanans. The man who died that

dark and dismal day in Dallas had flaws as well as

strengths, made mistakes and suffered defeats just as

surely as he enjoyed his achievements. In the days that

followed his assassination the man become obscured in

an outpouring of flowery orations and tear-filled eulogies.

Kennedy was mistakenly advanced into legend and martyrdom.

The Christ-like image surrounding Kennedy was perpetuated

by Mike Mansfield. In his eulogy one notes his references,

"He gave us of his love that we too, in turn, might give,"

just as Christ gave of himself so we might live. Kennedy,

according to Mansfield, lived for the purpose of removing
jyV:?; i". 'teip. \ .. *bigotry, hatred, prejudice, and arrogance. Montanans

were mistakenly taken by this new image. Kennedy was

no saint, let alone Jesus Christ.

Tributes, however, were not limited solely to Montana's

dignitaries. The dignitaries, like Mansfield, Metcalf,

Battin, and Olsen, were not the only people to grieve

Kennedy's death. Rick Jones, President of the Associated

Students of Montana State University, would call Kennedy

". . .an inspiration for the youth of America." Walter

Wetzel would write to Senator Mansfield in praise of Kennedy

and in great sorrow upon his assassination. Sister Rita,
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Sacred Heart President at the College of Great Falls,

wrote to Senator Mansfield, "The deepest sympathy and

the prayers of the sisters of the College of Great Falls

are with you and Congress. May the memory of the great

man gone to God be a beacon of inspiration in your effort

to preserve and extend the blessings of justice and liberty

for all."111

The writings of Austin Buckles of Poplar, Montana,

reflects the love Indians had of Kennedy. Buckles wrote:

A humble tribute to President Kennedy, the great
est white father of the vanishing race,

Shall always be remembered for his New Frontier 
pace ,

He has joined the great chiefs at their happy 
hunting ground,

Leaving us a cultural transition that may never 
be found,

His love and understanding devotion to all man
kind);

Shall never be forgotten throughout the ages 
of time,

Divine hopes in a redeemer of his integrity,
Will enlighten the spirit of preservation in

perpetuity,
The American Indian shall forever cherish his 

virtue
Especially those of the Assinniboine and Sioux.112 

Shortly after the overwhelming sorrow subsided in

the wake of Kennedy's death, schools, libraries, streets,

and parks were named and dedicated to America's thirty-fifth

president. In March of 1964, only four months after the

tragic day in Dallas, Edward (Ted) Kennedy visited Montana.

Montanans gazed at the President's brother and fondly

remembered Ted's experience with a bronco in Montana in

1960. They fondly remembered JFK's warm smile, sincere
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eyes, and kind disposition. Ted spoke to Montanans and

insured that they would never forget John F. Kennedy.

He said,

"The eyes of the country are going to be looking 
to Montana in 1964 to see whether it is a strong
hold of reaction, or a stronghold of progress 
. . .to see whether it is a stronghold of extrem
ism, or a stronghold of common sense--whether 
the people of Montana are going to care for 
each other, and whether they are going to have 
a commitment to the fact that we are one Nation 
with one history, and one destiny, and that 
the New Frontier still lives on."

In the words of Edmund Christopherson, "For Montana,

it was the turning of a page, the changing of tense from

yesterday to today and beyond. 113
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And so, John F. Kennedy was dead. The angelic images

of Kennedy subsided with time. Revisionist historians

would later take a much sharper and critical look at JFK.

The warm memories of Kennedy still live within the hearts

of the many Montanan's lives whom he touched. The fond

memory of JFK lives in the hearts of the young who saw

and heard him. He lies in the hearts of Joe Reber, J.D.

Holmes, Marie Merrill-Durkee, and even Tim Babcock. He

lives in the hearts of all people who lived in the Kennedy

era. They were his new generation.

Kennedy's administration had a tremendous affect

on America, domestically and internationally. He, however,

would also pave the way for his successor, Lyndon Baines

Johnson. Johnson's "Great Society" would be patterned

much along the same lines as Kennedy's "New Frontier."

Kennedy inaugurated that first giant step into a new world

and a new way of thinking. Johnson allowed for that second

step, but only because of the work of John Kennedy.

The image of JFK swung from its lowest point in Montana

in 1960, through his presidency, and climaxing with his

assassination. This pendulum-like phenomenon is not new.

Montana is but a reflection of the Kennedy years as a

49
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whole, especially in the West.

Kennedy's life though short speaks for him. In the

Congressional memorial addresses, Mansfield said,

. . .A profile in courage has emerged from the
emulsion of his death. And the tears of those 
who knew him and those who did not know him 
will fix that profile forever in the experience 
of the Nation and the world.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy's courage was the human 
courage, the courage which all must have merely 
to live in this world, in the ever-present shadow 
of death. ... It was the courage to believe 
in, with all his heart, and to dedicate himself 
to the attainment of the proposition that Ameri- 
cans--all Americans--are born with an equal 
right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi
ness. ... It was the courage of one who had 
bled in war to seek, unashamed, a peace of decency 
among all nations. . . . This is the profile 
of the man who walked among us. . .who emerged 
to reawaken the Nation. . .who struck new sparks 
of hope in a world dark with unspeakable fears 
. . . . We will find, in his death, some of
his love and reverence of life, some of his 
humility, some of his patience and forbearance, 
some of his wisdom, and some of his humor.

It is these qualities--love of life, humility, patience

and forbearance, wisdom, and humor--that Kennedy should

be judged. He should not be judged so much by his actions

or the images of Easterner, youth, rich man's son, Catholic,

and communist-sympathizer. He should be judged as a human

being. It was this that Montanans would eventually do,

with time. He was, after all, in the words of Mrs. John

Mansfield, just "a regular guy."
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